
                                                    
                                              

SPARKULAR R&A  

Hazard 1. Burns or ignition from projected sparks or heat of unit.

Persons Affected Persons within 0.5m of the unit or above the unit who may be affected by the projected sparks

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

At lower output levels, this is of extremely low risk. Projected sparks cool instantly when in contact with the air. Materials or skin are 

unaffected by projected sparks even when the unit is on maximum output unless the skin or material is extremely close (ca 150mm) and 

directly over the output nozzle of the unit for an extended time. Heat from projected granules is felt like pin pricks on the skin therefore 

it is only items held very close to the output nozzle for extended periods that are at risk. 

Units have controllable height & density output meaning that these aspects can be regulated with respect to the locations of the effects. 

After prolonged periods of use the housing of the unit is warm to the touch but is unlikely to cause issues unless inflammable materials 

are allowed to maintain contact with the units for extended periods. The height of the effect should be set to ensure that there is no 

prolonged contact between the sparks and sensitive materials.  

Persons should not look directly down into the spark aperture even when the unit is on low height and spark density.

Hazard 2. Electrical hazard if the cables or unit become damaged, Mechanical Hazard from internal components

Persons Affected Persons in contact with damaged items

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

If cables or the housings of the units are damaged then there is a risk of electrical shock or mechanical injury in the case of damaged or 

missing body panels. The likelihood of this being realised is very low. Items should be periodically electrically tested to ensure ongoing 

safety. Damaged units should be removed from service and send for repair to ensure these hazards are not realised.

Hazard 3. Nuisance dusts from spent granules

Persons Affected Persons in the immediate vicinity of the operating unit

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

If the spark plume is affected by sudden gusts of wind then it is possible that a person in the immediate vicinity may get spent granule 

dust in their eyes. Light-coloured clothing may be affected by small marks from the spent granules / soot. A suitable distance should be 

maintained between the units and members of audience / passers-by. In still air this will not be a realised hazard – if air movement is 

deemed to be an issue at the event then the effect height or output density can be easily adjusted to account

Hazard 4. Units falling or being pushed over

Persons Affected Persons within the operational effect height of the operating unit

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

If the unit is situated in clear space and there are no persons moving past the machines during demonstrations then there will be no risk 

of the unit being knocked over. The unit will be permanently attended so the effect can immediately be cut if there is an issue of any 

sort. At certain venues, suitable fixings may be required, taking care not to obstruct the plume of sparks or air intakes.

                                                

 



                                                    
                                              

Hazard 5. Injury from persons encroaching on units when in operation

Persons Affected Persons unaware of the unit’s location or use / timing within a show

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

The person operating the units should have line of sight to them or where this is not possible, a secondary cut-out system should be 

employed to allow a spotter to cut the effect should it be deemed unsafe to continue operating. The main risk to a person encroaching 

upon the operating unit is dust / sparks in the eyes. Any problems should be easily treated with standard eyewash unless the person is 

directly over the unit when it operates.

Hazard 6. Spray of sparks igniting a highly flammable substance

Persons Affected Persons in proximity to flammable materials or resulting fire

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

Flammable materials should be removed from the area of use. Although the effect is extremely safe, the spray may still have the 

potential to ignite certain highly flammable materials such as gases or lighter fluids. Care should therefore be taken over the positioning 

and monitoring of the machines when in use.

Hazard 7. Injury caused by obstruction to spray of sparks

Persons Affected Persons within the operational effect height of the unit or in contact with flammable materials

Evaluation of Risk & 

Precautions Taken

It is essential that the spark spray is not blocked or restricted in any way. If the machines are to be mounted under staging, then there 

should be no gap between the top of the machine and the underside of the stage to prevent sparks being deflected. It is also essential that 

the machines are not covered or bagged when in operation. Operation of the machines when bagged may lead to fire and poses an 

unacceptable risk.

Further actions required to maintain risk at a low level

If the above precautions are followed then there should be minimal risk to persons or materials in the vicinity.  

This effect is non-hazardous and is designed to be used by persons with basic training. 

This assessment covers the use of Sparkular units in general and should be supplemented with a site specific method statement if there are other items in the 

vicinity of the units or of there are particular situations which fall outside the standard operating parameters of the units.

                                                

 


